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Abstract—In this paper, we present a novel robotic system
for skin photo-rejuvenation procedures, which can uniformly
deliver the laser’s energy over the skin of the face. The robotised
procedure is performed by a manipulator whose end-effector
is instrumented with a depth sensor, a thermal camera, and a
cosmetic laser generator. To plan the heat stimulating trajectories
for the laser, the system computes the surface model of the face
and segments it into seven regions that are automatically filled
with laser shots. We report experimental results with human
subjects to validate the performance of the system. To the best
of the author’s knowledge, this is the first time that facial skin
rejuvenation has been automated by robot manipulators.

Index Terms—Skin photo-rejuvenation, cosmetic dermatology
robots, vision-guided manipulation, face models.

I. INTRODUCTION

THere are two main ageing processes that affect a person’s
skin condition [1]. Ageing due to the biological clock,

which up to this day is considered to be irreversible, and photo-
ageing, which results from exposure to ultraviolet radiation
coming from the sun; The latter is widely considered to be
treatable, to some extent [2]–[4]. With the aim of “reversing”
skin damage, in the past decades, people have turned to the
so-called beauty clinics for receiving various types of non-
invasive dermatological procedures. These treatments are typi-
cally performed with cosmetic instruments based on laser light
[5], intense pulsed light [6], radio-frequency [7], etc. World-
wide, the beauty industry has seen an exponential increase in
the demand for aesthetic skin rejuvenation treatments.

A typical rejuvenation procedure conducted in these beauty
clinics is shown in Fig. 1, where the dermatologist (or
“skin technician” [8]) visually examines the skin condition
to determine the type of treatment to be performed along
with the appropriate laser light parameters [9]. A non-ablative
instrument is then manipulated with repetitive motion patterns
over different areas of the face to stimulate the skin tissues. It
must be activated with the exact amount of energy and time to
produce the expected result without causing damage [10]. The
complete rejuvenation procedure lasts around 25 minutes—It
is a tedious and tiring task for practitioners, who must perform
it several times in a single day, a situation that contributes to
the existing high turnover rate of experienced professionals
in the industry [11]. These issues clearly show the need to
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Fig. 1. Conventional skin photo-rejuvenation procedure: (a) examination of
the facial skin condition, (b) manipulation of the handpiece over the forehead,
(c) manipulation of the handpiece on the left jaw.

develop robotic systems that can automate the manipulation
of instruments.

Cosmetic dermatology is currently an under-explored appli-
cation field in robotics as compared to medical robots [12]–
[19]. Thus, it has the potential to presents more interesting
challenges and opportunities. Note that there are indubitably
few commercially available robotic systems for cosmetic and
dermatological treatment [20]. One of such commercialised
systems is ARTAS Follicular Unit Extraction (FUE) robot that
can remove healthy follicles from a donor and autonomously
transplant them onto the recipient’s scalp [21]. Another exam-
ple is reported in [22], who reported a dermatology system to
perform hair removal; This system can automatically conduct
the laser hair removal by using a manipulator while activating
a laser instrument over regions defined by a supervising practi-
tioner/dermatologist [22]–[26]. However, none of these robotic
systems is specifically designed for facial skin rejuvenation
procedures.

To provide a feasible solution to the open problem, in
this article we present an innovative system capable of au-
tonomously performing the skin rejuvenation treatment on a
human faces. The developed system is composed of a 6-
DOF robot manipulator with the custom-built end-effector that
carries a laser cosmetic instrument. This system is equipped
with a RGB-D camera to reconstruct the facial geometric
model and three distance sensors to monitor the surroundings
of the end-effector. To the best of the author’s knowledge,
this is the first time that a robotic approach for facial skin
rejuvenation has been reported in the literature. The original
contributions are:

1) Development of a specialised mechanical prototype for
cosmetic procedures.

2) Design of a new sensor-based method for controlling the
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Fig. 2. (on left) Proposed setup. Robotised facial skin rejuvenation system.
(on right) Exploded view of the customised end-effector

stimulation of skin tissues.
3) Experimental validation of the developed robotic system.
4) Perform the photo-rejuvenation treatment with proposed

robotics system on the human subjects.
The rest of the manuscript is organised as follows: Sec. II

presents the proposed prototype; Sec. III describes the sensing
system; Sec. IV introduces the control algorithm; Sec. V
reports the experiments; Sec. VI discusses the conclusions and
the future work.

II. ROBOTISING SKIN PHOTO-REJUVENATION

A. Common Practice
The operational principle of skin photo-rejuvenation pro-

cedure is the thermal stimulation of the collagen in the skin
[4]. It is done by transferring the energy of the laser light
into the skin tissue, which is a slow process of increasing
temperature due of accumulation of the laser energy in the
skin tissue. Fig. 1(a) depicts the conventional setup to preform
skin photo-rejuvenation at the beauty clinics. The procedure
starts with the close examination of the client’s skin by a
practitioner, then a practitioner empirically sets the parameters
of the laser generator machine based on the skin tone and
current condition. These parameters include laser diameter,
laser energy and fluence (laser energy per centimetre square
J/cm2) [27]. Fig. 1(b) and 1(c) show how the laser handpiece
is manipulate in a normal direction to the skin surface. To
operate on a particular skin region, the practitioner typically
follows an S-shaped path and uses a foot pedal to switch
the laser on/off. Throughout this manuscript, we refer to the
instance of delivering the laser light energy on the skin surface
as a “laser shots”.

While delivering the laser light energy, the practitioner
should monitor the traces of each laser shots to avoid the
overlapping and gaps between each laser shot. If the laser
shots could not distribute uniformly, then the overlapping of
laser shots can cause serious side effects (i.e. erythema, hyper-
pigmentation, and crusts), whereas the gaps between each
laser shot can lead to a sub-optimal stimulation of the skin.
In our study, we have used a Q-switched Nd: YAG (1064
nm) laser, with a pulse duration of ¡10 ns, and an adjustable
repetition rate of 1–10 Hz. The wavelength of 1064 nm lies
within the infra-red spectrum (invisible to the human eye). The
laser generator machine used in this study fires a low energy
flash of visible light with each laser shot for the convenience
of an operator. Even with this visual aids, an experienced
practitioner can easily lose the track of the degree of the
stimulation induced onto the skin.

B. Proposed Setup

Fig. 2 conceptually illustrates the proposed robotic system
and its various components. A robot manipulator is placed
on top of a wheeled platform that provides the mobility to
the system, which is an essential feature for the environments
like beauty clinic. A custom-made rejuvenation end-effector is
also developed for the robotic system. The purpose of this end-
effector is to carry all the sensors and laser handpiece during
the procedure. This end-effector was designed considering the
following requirements:
• The moving end-effector should have a proximity like

behaviour to avoid any possible collision with the human
face during the treatment.

• The structure should be rigid enough to hold the laser
generator filament, vision and distance sensors during
manipulation.

• The laser should be able to stimulate any point over the
surface of the face.

• The structure should be compact.
To fulfil the above requirements, a 3D printed rectangle shell
structure is designed to house the laser generator and the
sensors, as shown in Fig. 2. An extension beside the shell,
which have the screw interfaces to physically attached the
instrumented customised end-effector to the robot manipulator.
The small extended structures around the shell are the TOF
10120 distance sensors to continuously monitor the closeness
of the end-effector to the obstacle in the environment, as in
Fig. 2. The proposed prototype utilises an Orbbec Astra Mini
S depth camera for facial model reconstruction task. For the
sake of simplicity, we called the custom-made end-effector for
the photo-rejuvenation treatment as an end-effector of a robot
manipulator throughout this manuscript.

To manipulate the laser generator over the facial skin cos-
metic instrument, a UR5 manipulator from Universal Robots is
used. The control box of the robot is placed inside the mobile
platform; The Linux PC communicates with the robot’s servo
controller via a TCP/IP socket. All the proposed algorithms
run in the Linux PC with ROS [28]. The complete system can
be divided into two main subsystems: a sensing system and
a control system. Both systems are interconnected with each
other and are responsible for dedicated tasks. A user interface
is also developed so that the practitioner can operate the system
with a control screen. In this article, we have considered the
coordinate frame of the robot base as an inertial frame of the
developed system.

III. SENSING SYSTEM

A. Facial Geometric Model Computation

The facial surface model reconstruction starts with a search
of a human face in an RGB image from the scene. A face
detector by [29] provides a bounding box around a human
face. Then the system enforces the facial landmark detector
by [30] to search the landmarks only inside the bounding box
to locate the position of the key facial landmarks (i.e. eyes,
eyebrows, nose, lips and face boundary) from the captured
RGB image. To compute the pose of the detected face, the
system requires the position and the orientation of the face
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in the camera coordinate frame. The position of the detected
face is assumed to be equivalent to C~rF of a 3 vector. Lets, ~dl
and ~dr are the position vectors of 3× 1 defining the position
of the left and right eye of the detected face in a camera
coordinate. Then the position vector of the detected face will
be C~rF = (~dl + ~dr)/2. As, the rotation matrix of a coordinate
frames consist of three orthonormal column vectors of 3× 1,
i.e. R = [~α ~β ~γ] ∈ SO(3). The rotation matrix CRF that
defines the orientation of the face in the camera coordinate
frame can be computed by obtaining three orthonormal vectors
as follows:

CRF =
[
~αF ~βF ~γF

]
(1)

where ~αF =
~dr−C~rF
‖~dr−C~rF ‖

, ~βF = [0 0 1]T×~αF

‖[0 0 1]T×~αF ‖ and ~γF =

~αF×~βF

‖~αF×~βF ‖
. The reason to equate the ~βF with the cross product

of the ~αF and [0 0 1]T is to constrained the ~βF . Otherwise,
~βF can be defined by the infinite many normal vectors on
the plane perpendicular to the ~αF . Whereas, [0 0 1]T depicts
the last column of the rotation matrix or ~γ of the observing
coordinate frame. Now the pose of the face in the camera
coordinate is:

CTF =

[
CRF

C~rF
0 1

]
(2)

where the CRF is a 3× 3 rotation matrix and C~rF is a 3× 1
translation vector. After estimating the pose of the face in
the camera coordinate, it is transformed to the robot’s base
coordinate using:

BTF = BTE
ETC

CTF (3)

Here BTF defines the pose of the face in robot’s base coor-
dinate, BTE is the homogeneous transformation from robot’s
base to end-effector. CTF is defining the pose of the face in
camera coordinate.

The commercial depth cameras have a limited field of
view (FOV), thus the depth data acquired from one view
may contain inconsistencies (or holes). To reconstruct the
consistent (smooth) facial model, the sensing system estimates
Nv number of viewpoints around the detected face in order to
acquire the depth data from different viewpoints (or vantage
points). The capturing of the images from different viewpoints
avoids the possible occlusion and provides detailed surface
of a human face. These viewpoints are estimated with the
increments and decrements of a predefined angle φi around
the pose of the detected face BTF , the angle φi will be
same for both latitudinal (around x-axis of the BTF ) and
longitudinal viewpoints(around y-axis of the BTF ), as shown
in Fig 3. It is assumed that the longitudinal viewpoints
will lie on the circles at y = 0 in the zx-plane. Thus
can be estimated using the parametric equation of circle,
as FRvi = Ry(φi) and F~rvi = [−dmin sin(φi), 0,−dmin],
resulting a homogeneous transformation matrix FTvi of 4×4.
In inertial frame (robot base) it will be BTvi = BTF

FTvi .
Where, the dmin in the Fig. 3 defines the minimum range
of the depth camera. Similarly, the latitudinal viewpoints is
estimated around x-axis on the yz-plane, by FRvi = Rx(φi)
and F~rvi = [0, dmin sin(φi),−dmin cos(φi)]

T and in inertial

(a)

BTE

ETC

ETL
CTF

(d)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. Estimating the viewpoints. (a) depth camera. (b) estimated viewpoints
BTvi . (c) pose of the human face BTF . (d) coordinate frame of the robot
base (inertial frame of reference)

frame it will be BTvi = BTF
FTvi . The estimated viewpoints

around the face are shown in Fig. 3.
To acquire the visual data from the estimated viewpoints,

the control system commands the end effector to visit each
estimated viewpoint BTvi . After reaching a viewpoint, sensing
system captures the visual data and extracts only the region
having the detected face from the captured RGB and depth
images. Then, these regions from both images are converted
into the point cloud. Each point cloud has an offset transfor-
mation in their origin to the point clouds captured from other
viewpoints. To align all the point clouds, the relative pose
among each viewpoint should be known. As the control system
receives continuous feedback of end-effector position from the
robot manipulator. The relative pose between each viewpoint
can be computed as viTvi+1 = (BTvi)

−1BTvi+1 . Additionally,
the Point to Plane ICP [31] followed by CICP [32] is applied to
the point clouds captured from each viewpoint. Furthermore,
to remove the noisy data points, the voxel grid down-sampling,
with voxel leaf length of 2mm, is performed on the final facial
model. This down-sampling keeps the density consistent and
remove the holes from the final facial model. Each point in a
point cloud is a structure of three vectors, denotes as {~x, ~n,~c},
where ~x = [x y z]T is a position vector, ~n = [nx ny nz]

T

represents the normal vector and ~c = [r g b]T defines the
colour.

B. Automatic Face Segmentation

The adipose layer beneath the facial skin is uneven through-
out the face, e.g. the cheek region has thicker fats layer
than the forehead region. Therefore, defining each region into
segments can aid to set the appropriate laser light energy level,
depending on the region to be stimulated. Furthermore, the
classification of the different parts of a face enables to compute
trajectory separately for the laser instrument that smoothly
follows the curved surface of the skin with the required normal
orientation to it; Note the if such geometric constraints are not
considered within the trajectory generation, the manipulated
instrument can potentially collide with protruding areas of the
face (e.g. the nose). To cope these issues, an algorithm to
automatically segment the human face into seven regions is
also proposed, as in Fig. 4. The classification of each region of
a face is called “segmented region” in this manuscript, which
are comprised of the left cheek, left jaw, right cheek, right
jaw, forehead, nose and upper lips.
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Fig. 4. Segmentation of facial model using 2D facial landmarks. (a) polygons
{p}j defines each region. (b) back-project the 3D point to 2D image plane.
(c) segments MF point cloud into Sj segments, where j = 1, 2, . . . 7

The initial facial model that is computed with the depth
camera is in the form of a point cloud of unorganised 3D
data (where neighbouring points in space are not necessarily
adjacent in computer memory indexing, and vice-versa). To
plan a path for a robot manipulator which can perform the
photo-rejuvenation over the surface, the control system should
aware of the correspondence of each point in a model to each
segment of a face. As a solution to this problem, we developed
an algorithm that uses 2D facial landmarks to cluster the
unstructured data into seven segments (point clouds), see Fig.
4. Lets the Sj (for j = 1, . . . , 7) denotes the jth region of
facial model and an arbitrary ith point in Sj is sji .

Initially, the auto-segmentation algorithm detects the facial
landmarks using [29], [30], from RGB image captured from
the first viewpoint BTv0 , which provides the most reliable
view to detect the facial landmarks (hence no facial feature
can occlude from the front view). Once these key landmarks
have been detected, the algorithm draws polygons {p}j on
the image plane to define the seven regions on the image
plane, as shown in Fig. 4(a). Then, a sorting routine runs seven
parallel processes to back-project each 3D point mFk

of the
facial model MF on the image plane, by using the camera’s
perspective projection relation:[

~ξ
1

]
= K[R|t]

[
~x
1

]
(4)

Here ~ξ is a 2× 1 column vector and denotes the projection of
a 3D point ~x on an image plane. Where K as the 3×3 matrix
of intrinsic parameters, and R, t as the extrinsic parameters
(the 3 × 3 rotation matrix and 3 × 1 translation vector) of
the camera, these all are known due to pre-calibration. In Fig.
4(b), the algorithm tests whether a given 3D point lies in the
polygon {p}j , by using the ray-casting method reported in
[33]. Fig. 4(c) depicts the segmented 3D facial model (in the
form of point cloud).

IV. CONTROL SYSTEM

A. Path Planning

To plan the paths for each segment a sampling-based path
planning algorithm is devised. This path planning algorithm
takes point cloud of a surface as an input and outputs a set
of vertical or horizontal paths (in the form of point cloud).
These paths are objected to filling the input surface with laser
shots (according to the diameter of laser �l). The path can be

planned vertically or horizontally, depending on the longest
side of the operating segment. For example, the forehead is a
wider segment so horizontal paths can decrease the number of
the lane changes for a robot manipulator. Similarly, the nose
region has a longer length than the width, in this case, vertical
paths are more appropriate.

Fig 5 illustrates the path planning algorithm in three steps.
Initially, the algorithm bins all the point inside the range of
[ymin, ymin+�l) into a container, known as strip Sjk, where
the k is the strip index and j the segment index. In the Fig
5(a), ymax and ymin are the maximum and minimum values
along the y-axis among all the points in a segment. When
the surface is facing towards the camera and the z-axis of the
camera and the normal inward to the surface are parallel. The
the range [ymin, ymin + �l) provides equals width strips to
the laser diameter. But if the surface is tilted or panned then
the binning of point to a strip using the range [ymin, ymin +
�l) will yield the strip’s width greater than the laser diameter
�l. Which ultimately introduce the gaps among the planned
paths, where the surface is curved or not facing the camera.
As only two path planning (horizontal or vertical) approaches
have considered, thus rotation of the strip around x- or y-axis
has computed. In Fig. 5, ox represents the rotation of a strip
around the x-axis, which is computed by a dot product of
the projection of cumulative normal vector and z-axis of the
camera frame BTC on its yz-plane.

ox = cos−1
(

(~ηs − (~ηs.~γC)~γC). ~ηs,yz

‖~ηs − ((~ηs.~γC)~γC)‖ ‖~ηs,yz||‖

)
(5)

where the ~ηs,yz denoted the projected vector of cumulative
normal vector of a strip ~ηs on the yz-plane of BTC and ~ηs,yz =
~γC × ~ηs. The ~γc points toward the z-axis of BTC . Now the
incremental step ds = �l/ cos(ox) will be adjusted according
to ox and the strip Skl will be resorted with the new range
[ymin, ymin + ds). All the remaining points in a segment will
be binned accordingly. The maximum range of the previous
strip will become the minimum range of the next strip as well
as the maximum range of next strip will be incremented with
ds.

The width of each strip Sjk is equal to the diameter of laser
shots �l, so a line passing through the centre of each strip can
be considered as an optimal path for the robot end-effector.
Optimal path in the sense that if the robot manipulator follows
it, no overlapping of laser shots would occur among the paths
of a segment. This path can be computed using a polynomial
fit, but this method can not grantee that the fitted polynomial
will pass from the centre of a strip of points. Furthermore,
the points in each strip are sparsely distributed which can
also bias the polynomial fit. Then the fitted polynomial could
generate a path deviated from the centre of the strip. That is
why this method has been devised to ensure that the planned
paths always pass through the centre of each strip.

Once the strip Sjk is partitioned from a segment of point
cloud, a patch kavg (like a rectangular stencil) of width �l
and height ds is placed on the one side of the strip, shown
in Fig. 5(b). The patch kavg is a buffer of the points, which
populates the points after every incremental/decremental step
and compute the average of all enclosed points inside it.
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Fig. 5. (on left) Partition of point cloud along y-axis. �l, laser diameter. ds,
laser shot separation distance. dp, inter-path distance. kavg averaging kernel.
(on right) kavg is incrementing with ds through a strip of points.

(a) (b) (c) (e)(d)

Fig. 6. Facial Reconstruction to Path Planning. (a) raw facial model, obtained
from scanning. (b) clean facial model, unnecessary point discarded using GUI.
(c) and (d) 3D segmentation. (e) planned path for each region

The size of the step is equal to the diameter of laser �l.
Mathematically, kavg can also be defined as a set of points:

kavg = {s1, . . . , si} (6)

where si = {~xi, ~ni,~ci} and ~xi = [xi yi zi]
T . si ∈ kavg

⇐⇒ (xkavg
− ds/2) < xi < (xkavg

+ ds/2), where xkavg
is

the position of the patch kavg in the strip. In Fig. 5, a patch
kavg , in second strip from the top, is sweeping from left to
right with ds incremental step. The position of the patch kavg
in a strip is defined as:

xkavg = xmin + ads , a = 0, 1, 2 . . . , L (7)

where L is the length of the strip and is defined as L =
int((xmin−xmax)/ds). xmin and xmax are the minimum and
maximum values along x-axis of a strip Sjk.

Now, the Pj are the paths for a segment Sj and a path point
pji is a structure of vector and defined as

pji = {~χji , ~η
j
i } (8)

~χ and ~η are the position and normal vectors of 3 × 1. These
two entities obtain from the average of position and normal
vector of the points inside the patch kavg:

~χ =
1

Nk
ΣNk
i ~xi, ~η =

1

Nk
ΣNk
i ~ni/

∥∥∥∥ 1

Nk
ΣNk
i ~ni

∥∥∥∥ (9)

Nk is the number of points inside the patch. The patch kavg
moves from the xmin to xmax in the first strip and then return
from xmax to xmin. The back and forth motion of the patch
in the adjacent strips enforces the algorithm to generate an
S-shaped path for a segment. Fig. 6 illustrates the output from
each of the proposed algorithms (scanning to path planning).

B. Robot Control Framework

Each point in a planned path is a structure of two vectors
~χ and ~η. For this dermatological procedure, the laser light
source should project the laser light normal to the skin surface
at the instance of delivering laser light energy. This can
maximise the energy transfer to the skin in each laser shot.
~χ and ~η are converted into a position command for a robot
manipulator. ~χ can directly define the desired position of robot
end-effector. To define the orientation of robot end-effector,
first, the rotation matrix derives from the normal vector. As a
rotation matrix is composed of three column vectors and each
vector is orthonormal to others, i.e. BRp = [~αp, ~βp, ~γp]

T . Let’s
consider that the ~γp and ~η are parallel normal vectors. Then
the cross product of the second column of rotation matrix of
robot base ~βB = [0 1 0]T and the third column ~γp of desired
rotation matrix BRp at a path point gives ~αp = ~βB × ~γp. ~βp
can be computed as ~βp = ~γp × ~αp. Fig. 7 provides a better
illustration of the normal vectors calculation of rotation matrix
from a surface normal vector. The robot manipulator used in
the proposed prototype can only recognise the rotation in the
axis-angle representation. Suppose an unit arbitrary vector ~u
is parallel to the rotation axis of a rigid body rotation defined
by a rotation matrix BRp of 3× 3.

BRp =
[
~αp ~βp ~γp

]
=

αpx βpx γpx
αpy βpy γpy
αpz βpz γpz

 (10)

Then the vector ~u is calculated as [34]

~u =

βpz − γpyγpx − αpz
αpy − βpx

 (11)

The magnitude of ~u is equal to ||~u|| = 2sinθ and θ is the
angle to which a rigid body rotates around ~u [34]. Where θ
is computed as

|θ| = cos−1

(
Tr
(
BRp

)
− 1

2

)
. (12)

Now the representation of rotation of a rigid body in axis angle
is

ν = θ~u (13)

To define the pose of the robot end-effector for each path point,
the pose vector will be;

~πi = [~χTi ~νTi ]T (14)

where ~πi is a pose vector of 6 × 1 for each path point pi.
The generated paths are subjected to update in the case of
noticeable motion of the human head. Fig. 8 shows all of the
control systems and their inter-connection with other control
systems as well.

The maximum velocity depends on the diameter of the laser
�l and the pulse rate of the laser machine τl.∥∥∥~̇πmax∥∥∥ = �lτl (15)

This consideration ensures the continuous motion of the robot
end-effector while delivering laser energy, instead of stop the
robot, deliver the laser light energy and move to next spot.
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Fig. 7. Calculation of three column vectors ~αp, ~βp and ~γp of a rotation
matrix BRp from a surface normal vectors ~η.
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Fig. 8. Three proposed control systems to guarantee a safe and accurate
robotic photo-rejuvenation.

C. Laser Shot Control

To deliver the laser energy uniformly over the treating skin
surface, the control of the laser firing instance is paramount.
To define a laser-firing instance, an impulse function δi(∆d−
�l) is implied. Where the ∆d is the argument of the impulse
function and is defined as the distance covered by the robot
end-effector from the position of last laser shot ~χ∗i−1 to current
position ~χi, so ∆d =

∥∥~χi − ~χ∗i−1∥∥. Where �l defines the
diameter of a laser shot. This impulse function generates 1 as
an output only when its argument becomes zeros. Then the
instance of laser shot can be defined as,

δi(∆d−�l) =

{
1 ∆d ≥ �l
0 else

(16)

The laser shot instance only occurs when the robot is following
the pose vectors πBpi . Otherwise, the output from δi(.) will not
consider. So the pose vector of the end-effector when the laser
shot occurs can be defined as,

~ψi = δi~πi (17)

~ψi denotes the pose vector of 6× 1 of end-effector where the
laser shot instance occurred. This laser fire control relies on
∆d, where the ∆d depends only on the current position of
robot end-effector and the position of last laser shot. After
every laser shot instance, the ∆d is reset to zero. This simple
control of laser shot performs elegantly to distribute the laser
shot uniformly.

D. Collision Avoidance Control

It is necessary for the robot end-effector to maintain a safe
distance to the human face while performing rejuvenation
treatment. To equip the robotic system with the proximity-like
behaviour, three distance sensors are housed in the end-effector

BTE
lmin

BTE

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 9. Collision Avoidance Control. (a) Simulated realisation of the method.
(b) Distance vectors. (c) Force acted on the robot end-effector.

besides the soft cap, as shown in Fig II. This ensures that the
system is aware of end-effector’s surrounding and can avoid
any physical contact between end-effector and the face during
the treatment. These point distance sensors can only provide
the distance from the sensor’s receiver to reflecting surface.
To reliably include the distance measurement provided by
these sensors in the system, we are utilising their accumulated
weighted averaged, using,

~l =
Σmωm~lm
Σmωm

, ωm =
~lm.~η∗∥∥∥~lm∥∥∥‖~η∗‖ (18)

Where, ~l is the weighted averaged vector from the sensors to
the surface, ωm the weight based on the dot product of the
two vectors, ~lm the vector parallel to the measuring direction
of the distance sensor, ~η∗ the normal vector pointing inward
to the surface of the face and located at the intersection of
~lm and the surface of the facial model. m represent the index
number of each distance sensor.

To implement a repulsive behaviour in order avoid the
collision between the face and end-effector, a controller in
the back-end is continuously observing the ~l and intervenes,
only when

∥∥∥~l∥∥∥ < lmin, where the lmin is the least close
allowed distance for robot end-effector. This behaviour is the
same as two repelling bodies in an artificial potential field.
In this context, if we can consider the robot end-effector as a
moving agent and the facial surface as a boundary and there
is a repulsive force between them, which is defined by the
gradient of the artificial potential function as in [35], i.e,

Urep(~l) =

 1
2

(
1

lmin
− 1

D(~l)

)2
D(~l) ≤ lmin

0 D(~l) > lmin
(19)

and the gradient will be

∇Urep(~l) =

{(
1

lmin
− 1

D(~l)

)
1

D(~l)2
∆D(~l) D(~l) ≤ lmin

0 D(~l) > lmin
(20)

Here Urep(l) is the potential field between robot end-effector
and facial model whereas D(~l) represent the distance function
of l, as shown in Fig 9. The artificial force acted on the robot
end-effector will be, F (l) = −∇Urep(~l) and the generated
velocities to push the end-effector away from the facial surface
the resulting velocities will be ~̇πcol = κF (~l), where κ is the
arbitrary scaling factor.

E. User Control Interface
A user control interface is developed for an end-user

(physician and practitioner). In this user control interface, a
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BTO

OTM

BTM

ETC
BTE

(a) (b) (c)

CTM

Fig. 10. Setup to acquire and validate the transformations between different
coordinate frames. (a) AR/OptiTrack Marker. (b) conceptual illustration of
important transformation frames. (c) physical illustration.

reconstructed facial model is visualised for user interaction.
One can discard the unnecessary or floating points if present in
the facial model before feeding the model to the automatic face
segmentation algorithm. It will ensure that the noisy points in
the model do not affect the paths planned from the segments.

The user control interface allows the user to initialise the
procedure for any segmented region and a selection tool is also
provided in the case user wants to operate on a custom-defined
region of skin.

V. RESULTS

A. Cross-Calibration

Cross-calibration is a method to validate a transformation
link or a coordinate frame from multiple transformation chains
(or kinematic chains). The proposed system is relying on
multiple sensors and actuators to perform the complete reju-
venation task. Each sensor is measuring in its own coordinate
frame, e.g. the depth camera, distance sensors and tracking
system. Likewise, the actuators i.e. robot manipulator and
laser light generator (handpiece) require the control command
in their own frame of reference. Thus, without the accurate
knowledge of the relationship between each coordinate frame,
the complete proposed system is not able to perform the
treatment properly.

Fig 10 illustrates the physical setup to conduct cross-
calibration. A marker, as shown in Fig. 10 (a), is composed
of AR markers and tracking markers and has a common
transformation frame for camera and tracking system. When
the tracking system and depth camera is observing this
marker at a same time then a transformation from robot
base to tracking system’s origin can be found, BTO =
BTE

ETC
CTM (OTM )−1. Where, the different superscripts

and subscripts are corresponding as, B the robot base, O the
OptiTrack motion tracking system, E the end-effector, C the
depth camera and M the AR/OptiTrack marker. The subscript
and subscript represent the parent and child transformation
frame. Once the BTO is known, any transformation frame can
be computed or validated.

B. Laser Shots Separation Distance Test

The laser shot control is evaluated by the separation distance
test. In this test, a paper printed with the black ink is placed
on cardboard and let the robot end-effector followed a linear

-0.84

-0.83

-0.82

-0.81

x

0.020.040.060.080.10.120.14
y

Fig. 11. Laser shot separation 0.01m, 0.005m and 0.002m (top to bottom)

Fig. 12. Laser shot separation distance test: the values shown in blue colour
are the measurement from vernier calibre.

path while firing the laser shot of 3mm diameter on it. For
each run, different laser separation distance ds was assigned,
ds = 0.01m, 0.005m 0.002m. The pose of end-effector when
the laser shot instance occurred was recorded, using Eq. (17).
In Fig. 11, these laser shot instances are plotted with red
circles and the path followed by the robot end-effector with
a black line. Furthermore, the distance between each shot is
also measured by vernier calibre to validate the measurements,
as shown in Fig. 12. Table I shows that in each test the laser
firing control has repeatedly trigger the laser shot instance
precisely at the desired distance. That is why the mean value
of each test is near to the desired distance and the variance
value is infinitesimally small. The highest variance is recorded
for SDT3 where the pre-defined laser diameter �l is 2mm.
This can be improved by decreasing the end-effector’s speed
which provides the system with a wider window of time to
acquire the end-effector position from robot manipulator. The
last column of Table. I illustrates the area covered by the laser
shots.

TABLE I
EVALUATION OF SEPARATION DISTANCE CONSISTENCY

Tests Nt d(m) �l(m) µ(m) σ2(nm) Φ(%)
SDT1 11 0.111 0.01 0.01009 2.09 77.832
SDT2 26 0.131 0.005 0.00505 2.11 77.940
SDT3 71 0.146 0.002 0.00205 4.05 76.388

SDT: separation distance test. Nt: number of laser shots fired in each test.
�l: radius of the laser. d: Distance covered by the end-effector. µ: mean
distance of the laser shots. σ2: variance in the laser shots. Φ: area covered
by the laser shots.
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C. Real-time Planned Path Update

Fig. 13 demonstrates the real-time response of the system
in the case of sudden movement of the human head during the
treatment. Three markers have attached to the face at upper
lips, left and right jaw to continue tracking the pose of the
face. The system ignores the small linear and angular motion
within 3mm and 4o respectively. In the first row of Fig. 13,
the blue dots depict the desired paths and the red shows the
followed path by the end-effector. The second row illustrates
the path updates and follows in parallel real-time simulation.
Whereas, the motion of the mannequin’s head can be seen in
the pictures in the third row. The cherry red, green, and navy
blue ellipses in each of the first three graphs in the second row
represent the linear motion in x, y and z-axis, respectively.
Similarly, the cherry red, green, and navy blue arrows display
the rotation in x, y and z-axis, respectively (roll, pitch and
yaw).

D. Collision Avoidance Test

To assess the collision avoidance control proposed in the
IV-D, the robot end-effector is enforced to move dangerously
near to the mannequin face (to mimic the possible scenario).
Fig. 14 illustrates the three levels of closeness according to the
desired behaviour. In Fig. 14, the green colour represents the
“free zone”, the blue colour the “operation zone” (the distance
required to perform the procedure) and the red colour the
“danger zone” (the closeness can cause a collision between
end-effector and a face)

Fig 14 illustrates the implementation of the collision avoid-
ance control. In this test, we have provided the robot end-
effector with a collision trajectory three times. The distance
from the robot end-effector and the face l versus time t is
plotted in the third row of the Fig. 14. It is evident that the
controller is preventing the robot end-effector from entering
the red zone and pushing the end-effector back to the operation
zone.

E. Test on the Human Subjects

Fig 15 depicts the proposed robotic prototype. The pro-
posed automated skin photo-rejuvenation procedure has been
performed on the human volunteers 1. Before performing the
automated procedure on the human volunteers, the system has
been tested repeatedly on a mannequin’s face. Although the
effectiveness, accuracy, and robustness of the proposed system
can be evaluated by performing the automated procedure
on a mannequin’s face. But the aesthetic outcome of the
mannequin’s treated face can’t be visualised or predicted. The
human volunteers wore a set of protected glasses to avoid
direct contact of laser shot with their eyes or eyelids. The
eyebrows were also covered by medical paper tape. Their
heads had been covered with a strip of thick cotton cloth to
avoid laser exposure to their hairs.

1Ethics Approval Reference Number: HSEARS20200604002, Human Sub-
jects Ethics Sub-committee, Departmental Research Committee, The Hong
Kong Polytechnics University, Hong Kong

TABLE II
EVALUATION OF SEPARATION DISTANCE CONSISTENCY

HUMAN ROBOT

ID Np
th
(s) Nh

Φh
(%)

tr
(s) Nr

Φr

(%)
1 3 2040 323 61.24 1860 341 64.66
2 3 2580 350 66.36 1920 357 67.69
3 3 2460 343 65.04 2160 346 65.60
3 2 1560 162 46.07 2040 245 69.68
4 2 1080 153 43.51 3120 262 74.52
5 3 1140 197 37.35 1740 381 72.24
6 2 1140 197 56.03 1740 241 68.54
7 4 4020 290 41.24 3780 523 74.37
8 3 1740 259 49.11 1500 355 67.31
9 2 1560 172 48.92 1860 260 73.95

10 2 1380 160 45.50 2340 239 67.98
11 2 2520 155 44.08 5100 274 77.93

Np: number of charcoal patches. th and tr are time taken by a human and
robot operator, respectivley. Similarly, Nh and Nr the number of laser shots,
Φh and Φr the area covered by the laser shots.

To validate the proposed system and compare with an expe-
rienced practitioner, we drew the square patches of 47×47mm
with charcoal on the human subject of fixed size. This selection
keeps the comparison unbiased between human and robot.
Then, let the human and robot operators perform the treatment
inside drawn patches on the left and right side of the face of
the human subject. The human operator was asked to fill the
charcoal patch with laser shots while avoiding overlapping the
laser shots and set the same rules for the robotics prototype, as
shown in Fig 18. For the human subjects, the Q-Switch Nd:
YAG laser of 1064nm wavelength with 4mm laser diameter
is used and energy was set to 600mJ where the fluence
was 10J/cm2. The defined parameters were similar for both
operators. In Fig. 16, the path followed by the robot end-
effector is represented by a black line and the centre of each
red circle is the instance of a laser shot. The diameter of each
red circle is equal to the diameter of the laser �l. The path and
the laser shot instances are based on real-time data recorded
while performing the procedure. The 3D plots are shown in
Fig. 16 illustrates the effectiveness of the procedure in the
term of uniform laser distribution and path consistency.

In Table. II, the comparison of the operable area covered by
the human and robot operator is shown. Table. II shows the
comparison of the operable area covered by the human and
robot operator. According to this, the mean and the standard
deviation of the area covered Φh by the human operator is
50.37% and 9.56%, respectively. Whereas, the robotic system
has achieved 70% of the mean in area coverage Φr with the
standard deviation of 4.13%. Which is about 20% more area
coverage and half the standard deviation in it than the human
operator. Here one fact is worth to mention that an inscribed
circle in a square can cover only 78.54% of the total area of
the circle. Now, if we compare the value in the column under
Φr, it provides a better comparison of covered vs operable
area. Fig. 17 depicts the covered vs. operable region, here
operable region is denoted by U and covered with Φ.

Fig. 18 shows the physical setup to conduction human trails.
Both operators are equipped with the same laser generator
from the same company. The motion of the laser handpiece
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x y z rolll yawpitch
Translation Rotation

Fig. 13. Real-time adjustment of the planned paths and robot manipulator motion while performing rejuvenation procedure.

collision 
trajectory

Fig. 14. Collision avoidance control test. Green colour represents the free
zone, blue the operation zone and the red danger zone. First and second rows
illustrates the simulated and real world setting for the test. Whereas the third
row is a graph of distance

∥∥∥~l∥∥∥ versus time t.

OptiTrack markers

customised 
end-effector

human suject

protective googles

cotton hair band

head support

human operator

robot manipulator

workstation

laser machine

power cables/
cooling ducts

robot pendent

robot platform

electronics

Fig. 15. The proposed robotic prototype and its components.

during the treatment has recorded using the OptiTrack motion
tracking system, for both operators. The path followed by
the human operator and the robot can be seen in Fig. 16.
Fig. 19 provides a visual comparison of the area coverage
without overlapping. The validation and the demonstration of

ROBOTHUMAN

FOREHEAD

CHEEK

Fig. 16. Motion and laser shot instance plot for both human and robot
operator(units are in meters).

100%      49.55%     47.19%69.29%   33.71%    100%

70.27%   22.64%    100% 100%      44.24%    55.86% 

Robot Practitioner
 Φ         (U - Φ)       U U          (U - Φ)         Φ 

Fig. 17. Comparison of covered area Φ in the oeprable area U .

the proposed algorithm can been seen from https://github.com/
romi-lab/cosmetic robotics/raw/main/videos/video.mp4.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we have demonstrated the automated facial
skin rejuvenation robotic prototype. To complete the manip-
ulation task, an industrial-grade robotic manipulator along
with the custom end-effector was used. The custom end-
effector equipped with a depth camera, distance sensors and

https://github.com/romi-lab/cosmetic_robotics/raw/main/videos/video.mp4
https://github.com/romi-lab/cosmetic_robotics/raw/main/videos/video.mp4
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laser generator

OptiTrack 
markers

protective 
goggles

human/robot 
operator

human subjects

Fig. 18. Skin photo-rejuvenation treatment is conducting by human and robot
operator.

Fig. 19. Human Subjects. The robotic system has performed the skin photo-
rejuvenation on the left-hand side of each human subject, while an experienced
human operator has perform on the right-hand side.

laser generator. A method was presented to estimate the pose
of the human face and the viewpoint around the face. An
accurate facial model was constructed from the point cloud
data captured from the different estimated viewpoints. The
3D facial model was segmented into seven regions using
the 2D facial landmarks. Then the optimal paths of robot
manipulator extracted from each segmented. The optimal
path ensured that no overlapping of laser shots between the
paths occurred. To control the distance of laser shots while
following the optimal path, a control law was devised to fire
the laser shot after predefined laser separation distance. The
proximity like behaviour has been implemented to avoid any
possible collision between robot end-effector and the human
face. Initially, the facial model is reconstructed in the camera
coordinate and the motion of the face is tracked through
another system beside this the robot needs position commands
in its own coordinate frame. To avoid the possible error could
be introduced by a relation of each transformation frame, a
cross-calibration technique is utilised. This error reduction is
achieved by observing the same AR/OptiTrack marker BTM
from two transformation chains then minimise the difference
between them. The laser separation distance is also evaluated
by firing the laser shot on a plain piece of paper. Then the
separation of laser shots is also measured using vernier calibre.
The laser shots were plotted on a graph to check the possible
overlapping of laser shots. The validation of each proposed
control system has been covered thoroughly.

The uniform laser distribution demonstrates the potential
improvement in the outcomes of this procedure, which can not
be achieved by a human operator. But, the proposed methods
have some limitations. As the laser fire controller is only
using the local information of two positions, ~χi and ~χ∗i−1

which could cause the overlapping of laser shots at the edges
of the paths or the path changing. At the current stage, the
system cannot check or adjust the laser energy level, which
needs a supervisory role from the operator to adjust the laser
energy to the desired level. Future works also include the
fusion of current skin tissue temperature in the control of
laser firing. This will enable the robotics system to decide
whether to fire or not to fire on an instance. Furthermore,
it is also observed that only temperature measurement of the
surface of the skin may not be sufficient to develop a laser fire
controller. Because the temperature of the skin surface can be
measure by a thermal camera and these measurements depend
on the emittance ε of the observed object, each temperature
measurement may perturb from a real value [36]. The room
temperature also influences the temperature of the skin surface.
Another reason is a low thermal diffusivity of skin outer
layer “stratum corneum”, which makes the outer layer of
the skin a good insulator. Thus, the temperature changes
occurred inside the skin tissue due to laser-skin interaction
cannot be predicted by the temperature values on the skin
surface. In-depth clinical study will be conducted to compare
the efficiency of skin photo-rejuvenation procedure by the
proposed robotic prototype and a human operator. Not only
to compare the consistency and accuracy but also to compare
the post dermatological aesthetic metrics.
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